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Ancient menstrual wisdom for modern women For our ancestors the menstrual cycle was a source of
wonderful creative, spiritual, sexual, emotional, mental and physical energies. It was a gift that empowered
women to renew themselves each month, to manifest and create the world around them, to connect deeply
with the land and their family, and to express deep wisdom and inspiration. This ancient female teaching is
still available to us in our mythology and nursery tales. Miranda Gray introduces modern women to their
unique cyclic nature and guides them in accepting and expressing a passionate and creative cycle-
empowered life. She explores the women's wisdom contained in western mythology and traditional stories
and offers practical exercises and methods (including the 'Moon Dial') to explore the depths of being a
Cyclic Woman. Red Moon will transform the way you think about yourself, your cycle and your life! Red
Moon helps you to: • accept your cyclic self and connect with each of the different powerful energies of the
four phases of your menstrual cycle • enjoy and apply these energies creatively, sexually and spiritually to
everyday life • re-awaken the cyclic myths for yourself as a personal journey • create rites of passage to bring
emotional acceptance and transformation Contains revised and new content and illustrations. "Red Moon has
helped me to gain a whole new positive vision about my menstrual cycle. The wonderful combination of
stories, inspirational information and practical exercises makes this a handbook for women's transformation."
Sophia Style, Menstrual Cycle Educator, Spain. Miranda Gray is an advocate for the recognition of the cyclic
nature of women. She is an artist, designer, writer, and alternative therapy teacher. She lives what she
teaches.
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From reader reviews:

Mary Redus:

What do you concentrate on book? It is just for students since they're still students or this for all people in the
world, exactly what the best subject for that? Just simply you can be answered for that issue above. Every
person has diverse personality and hobby per other. Don't to be pushed someone or something that they don't
wish do that. You must know how great and also important the book Red Moon. All type of book would you
see on many sources. You can look for the internet resources or other social media.

Judy Bowen:

The particular book Red Moon will bring one to the new experience of reading some sort of book. The
author style to spell out the idea is very unique. When you try to find new book to learn, this book very
appropriate to you. The book Red Moon is much recommended to you to read. You can also get the e-book
through the official web site, so you can more easily to read the book.

April Hannah:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray an individual, why because this Red Moon reserve written by well-
known writer who knows well how to make book that can be understand by anyone who else read the book.
Written in good manner for you, still dripping wet every ideas and producing skill only for eliminate your
current hunger then you still doubt Red Moon as good book but not only by the cover but also with the
content. This is one reserve that can break don't determine book by its handle, so do you still needing yet
another sixth sense to pick this specific!? Oh come on your looking at sixth sense already told you so why
you have to listening to another sixth sense.

Melissa Cox:

This Red Moon is great reserve for you because the content that is certainly full of information for you who
all always deal with world and have to make decision every minute. This book reveal it information
accurately using great organize word or we can claim no rambling sentences included. So if you are read this
hurriedly you can have whole info in it. Doesn't mean it only provides you with straight forward sentences
but challenging core information with lovely delivering sentences. Having Red Moon in your hand like
keeping the world in your arm, information in it is not ridiculous one particular. We can say that no
publication that offer you world in ten or fifteen minute right but this reserve already do that. So , this is
certainly good reading book. Hey there Mr. and Mrs. busy do you still doubt that?
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